Abstract. Meta-level architectures are recognized as a means to achieve run-time extensibility, and as such have been applied in hypermedia systems. Yet, designing a good meta-level architecture is notoriously hard and remains an art rather than a science. This paper derives a meta-level architecture for the renowned Dexter hypermedia model, thereby providing a way to dynamically incorporate mechanisms for log maintenance, concurrency control and authority control. Since the proposed meta-level architecture is generic in nature, other hypermedia systems --including web-based systems--should be able to exploit its benefits.
Introduction
Nowadays, a considerable amount of effort is spent on the design of extensible systems. This phenomenon can be observed in fields such as operating systems, databases, inter-operability standards, programming languages and --last but not least--hypermedia. The web has most certainly been an aggravating factor in the search for hypermedia extension mechanisms, especially enforcing the need for run-time extensibility [Ladd97a] .
One of the known ways to achieve run-time extensibility is a meta-level architecture.Via a meta-level architecture, a system is able to analyse its inner actions while running and adapt its internal representation accordingly (see the architectural pattern "Reflection" in [Busc96a] ). To achieve this self-awareness, a system with a meta-level architecture provides two separate interfaces: the base-level interface --which provides the usual way of accessing the systems functionality--and the meta-level interface --which provides an interface for inspecting and changing aspects of that system behaviour.
Today, meta-level architectures have become part of the standard repertoire of programming techniques. For example, Java, CORBA and ActiveX all provide meta-level interfaces for checking object types and interfaces and sometimes even for dynamically invoking object operations. Thus, it shouldn't come as a surprise that Hypermedia systems as well have been incorporating some form of a meta-level architecture. Hyperform for instance, is a hyperbase where the set of services provided can be extended using a meta-level interface [Wiil92a] . As a 2.
second example, the DHM system incorporates a so-called "embedded interpreter" to allow end-users to extend the functionality of the hypermedia engine [Groa94a] . And recently in the context of the web, the XML standard exploits meta-languages as a way to extend the set of document types understood by web browsers.
Yet, even though meta-level architectures have proven their value in practice, designing a "good" meta-level interface is notoriously difficult. First of all, because one cannot predict the functionality that must be provided in the meta-level interface. Second, because it requires considerable effort to establish a clean separation between the base-level interface and the metalevel interface. This paper derives a generic meta-level architecture for hypermedia systems based on design guidelines, namely "turn contracts into objects" and "turn the configuration into a factory object" (section 2). Next, we show how the meta-level architecture makes it possible to dynamically extend the way a hypermedia system logs navigation actions, followed by a sketch on how the same meta-level architecture enables to extend hypermedia systems with concurrency and authority control (section 3). Finally, we discuss how we validated our claims and explain how other hypermedia systems might benefit from our experience (section 4).
Deriving the Meta-Level Architecture
To ensure the practical suitability of the meta-level architecture, we derive it for the well-known Dexter Hypermedia model [Hala90a] . The Dexter model, in its attempt to capture the state of the art of that time's most prominent hypermedia systems, is still quite influential in the hypermedia community. For instance, the DeVise hypermedia system (DHM) [Groa94a] initiated its design based on the Dexter specification while the flag architecture [Oste96a] rephrased Dexter's three layer model (i.e. run-time layer, storage layer and within-component layer), as a four module architecture (storage manager, data model manager, session manager and viewer). Consequently, the Dexter model is still representative for many of the hypermedia systems in use today, and it should be possible to reconstruct the meta-level architecture below in the context of other hypermedia systems.
The Core Dexter Model
Figure 1 depicts the four entities that correspond with the core concepts in the Dexter model: a component to represent the persistent part of a hypermedia node; an instantiation to represent the run-time aspects of a hypermedia node; an anchor to represent a sub-unit of a component 
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that may be the source or target of a hypermedia link; and finally a marker to represent the runtime aspects of an anchor (All diagrams employ the notation of the Unified Modelling Language).
The Navigation Operation
Relying on the original Dexter specification [Hala90a] , one can deduce a protocol between the four basic entities quite easily. The full protocol is beyond the scope of this paper though and instead we focus on the fundamental action in all hypermedia systems, namely the navigation operation.
As shown in Figure 2 , a navigation operation in a Dexter based system starts by invoking the selectOn operation on a marker, which forwards this operation to its associated anchor. This anchor computes the targets of the navigation by invoking resolve, and then invokes highlightOn on all resulting pairs of markers and associations.
The Navigation Contract
The object protocol depicted in Figure 2 specifies how the different objects in the system are supposed to interact. However, in extensible hypermedia systems, some of these objects may be provided by third parties. Thus, to ensure that the system functions properly, it is wise to protect against faulty components. Therefore, we extend the specification by including extra reliability checks.
An appropriate way of incorporating reliability checks is by means of the "Design by Contract" principle [Meye97a] . In short, this principle states that every operation on an object should assert its precondition (a statement of how the object expects the world to be before it executes the operation) and postcondition (a statement of how an object should leave the world after it has executed an operation). Pre-and postconditions are usually provided by means of predicates that check whether the corresponding statement is true for a given object, hence we also include them in the specification of the navigation operation.
The extended specification of the navigation operation is depicted in Figure 3 , where the preand postconditions appear against a grey background. As implied by the "Design by Contract" principle, its up to the object to specify what exactly constitutes the reliability checks. But as an example, the precondition of the selectOn operation on a source marker would at least have to check whether there is an application that is displaying the source document, while the postcondition would guarantee that this application is properly terminated.
The Meta-Level Architecture
Now that we obtained a model for a hypermedia system including pre-and postconditions, it is time to derive the actual meta-level architecture. This is done by applying two generic design guidelines which appeared in [Deme97b] , later recapitulated in [Tich00a] . The design guidelines start from a system designed according to the "Design by Contract" principle and derive a meta-level architecture by shifting the pre-and postconditions and the object constructors into special purpose meta-objects. The resulting meta-objects plus the implied interaction protocol with the base-level objects constitute the meta-level architecture. As argued in section 3, the interaction protocol between the meta-objects and the base-level objects indeed allows to system to analyse its inner actions and adapt its internal representation accordingly.
The design guidelines state that a system designer should "turn contracts into objects" and "turn the configuration into a factory object". Applying these guidelines on the navigation protocol results in the meta-level architecture depicted in Figure 4 , where the newly created metaobjects are set off against a grey background. The first guideline recommends to move all preand postconditions into a separate meta-object, named "aNavigContract" in the figure. The second guideline introduces one global meta-object (called "globalFactory") which is responsible for creating new objects. Thus, during a navigation operation, the factory creates the appropriate contract object when the navigation starts and creates the navigation targets based on the specifications returned by the resolver function. 
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Given the meta-level architecture depicted in Figure 4 , we now explain how to exploit its presence to wrap additional behaviour around crucial operations, and as such allow a system to analyse its own behaviour and adapt it when necessary.
Maintaining a Navigation Log
An important issue in all hypermedia systems is the so-called "lost in hyperspace" phenomenon [Conk87a] . One of the proposed solutions is to provide some backtrack functionality, which in essence boils down to maintaining a log of all navigation actions. The main problem in maintaining such a log is ensuring the integrity of the log; that is, to guarantee that all navigation operations are logged consistently. With a monolithic hypermedia system this is feasible, since all the objects that participate in the navigation operation are known in advance. However, in extensible hypermedia systems --where resolver functions and document viewers may be provided by third parties and loaded at run-time--we do not have control of over all objects, hence cannot guarantee the log's consistency.
It is during such "necessity of control" situations that the meta-level architecture comes to the rescue. Indeed, all markers and anchors --even when provided by third parties and loaded at run-time--notify the navigation meta-object (aNavigContract) of the important transi-
Figure 4
The navigation protocol with the meta-level architecture set off against a grey background. One meta-object represents the navigation contract (aNavigContract), another metaobject represents the system configuration (globalFactory). tions in the navigation operation by means of the pre-and postconditions. Consequently, the navigation meta-object is guaranteed to monitor all navigation transition states independent of the base-level objects involved, thus the meta-object is ideally suited for maintaining the navigation log.
Concurrency and Authority Control
Ensuring consistency is but one instance of a "necessity of control" situation. Especially in a distributed hypermedia system with multiple users having concurrent access to hypermedia documents there are more situations that require controlling the situation. The next two paragraphs describe briefly how the meta-level architecture achieves concurrency and authority control. Note that the full meta-level architecture is too large for the scope of this paper and therefore we refer the interested reader to [Deme96a] .
To achieve concurrency control, we have implemented a "storage" meta-object that monitors the so-called storage contract. This storage contract defines all pre-and postconditions which concerns the loading, saving, creation and deletion of hypermedia documents into the underlying hyperbase. Here as well, we exploit the fact that this storage meta-object monitors all hyperbase related communication to guarantee that multiple users can access the same hyperbase, without corrupting each others documents. That is, it is possible to have the storage meta-object guarantee that all accesses to the hyperbase are done according to a two-phase locking protocol, thus that one can accomplish concurrency control via the meta-level architecture.
To the same extent, there exists a "presentation" meta-object that monitors the presentation contract. This presentation contract defines all pre-and postconditions which concerns the display of hypermedia documents and their associated anchors via document viewers that may be outside of the hypermedia system. Since the presentation meta-object monitors all end-user related display it can assure that only authorized users may manipulate the hyperdocuments. Thus, one can accomplish authority control via the meta-level architecture.
Discussion
Experimental Validation. The meta-level architecture described in this paper has been experimentally validated in the Zypher hypermedia system as part of a PhD effort combining state-of-the art object-oriented software engineering techniques with open hypermedia technology [Deme96a] . Part of this PhD work has been summarised as a set of design guidelines that derive a tailorable framework from an open design space [Deme97b] . Two of these design guidelines have later been rephrased and refined in the context of distributed systems [Tich00a] . The same two design guidelines are put to use in this paper to derive the meta-level architecture for hypermedia systems.
Related Work. This paper focuses explicitly on achieving extensibility in hypermedia systems via a meta-level architecture, as such specializing what has been reported in [Deme97b] and [Tich00a] . On the other hand, we generalize on both the Hyperform [Wiil92a] and DHM [Groa94a] experiments, by showing how system designers could derive a meta-level architecture to permit run-time extensibility in their hypermedia system.
Potential drawbacks.
While a meta-level architecture permits to dynamically extend the system's functionality, it should be clear that this comes at a cost. Besides a potential performance penalty, the main drawback of a meta-level architecture is the added complexity. Indeed, as can be observed in the difference between Figure 2 and Figure 4 , a meta-level architecture implies a few additional objects and a considerably larger object protocol.
Benefits for other Hypermedia Systems. Given the approach to derive a meta-level architecture, the question is of course whether other hypermedia systems may exploit it. The answer to that question is a combination of the following observations.
• Genericity of the design guidelines. The design guidelines themselves are generic in nature as they only rely on the fact that a system designer is able to define the necessary pre-and postconditions. Since the "Design by Contract" principle is generally applicable, this is possible in a hypermedia context as well. Hence, a system designer can derive a meta-level architecture for any hypermedia system under development.
• Quality of the resulting meta-level architecture. With respect to the criteria in the Introduction, the guidelines derive a "good" meta-level architecture. First of all, because the "Design by Contract" basis implies that the meta-level controls the important operations, thus most likely those places where extensions are necessary. Secondly, they provide a clean separation between the base-level and the meta-level, as the meta-level permits to wrap additional behaviour only and forbids direct intervention into the base-level operations.
• Complementary to other extension techniques. Other extension techniques (scripting languages, components, frameworks) permit system developers to make base-level extensions, thus extensions that expand the typical hypermedia functionality (e.g. new document types and viewers, special document stores, extra link resolution algorithms). On the other hand, due to the clean separation between the meta-level and the base-level, the kind of meta-level architecture that we propose permit system developers to expand systems with orthogonal functionality (distribution, multi-user access, security). Moreover, in [Deme96a] we show how the meta-level architecture works in the context of frameworks, while [Tich00a] argues the case for components. Consequently, a meta-level architecture can (and should) be used in conjunction with other extension techniques.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived a meta-level architecture for Dexter-based hypermedia systems, a derivation which is applicable to other hypermedia systems as well. Next, we have shown how such a meta-level architecture makes is possible to dynamically extend hypermedia systems with orthogonal functionality such as log maintenance, concurrency control and authority control. Finally, we have argued that a meta-level architecture adds considerable complexity to a hypermedia system, thus should only be applied when the situation calls for it. However, since meta-level architectures are complementary to other extension techniques, they are appropriate for dealing with orthogonal hypermedia functionality especially required in multi-user distributed contexts. The run-time nature of the extension combined with the appropriateness in distributed settings, makes us conclude that a meta-level architecture is well-suited to serve in many of the future web-based hypermedia systems.
